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SIMPLE HOMOTOPY TYPES FOR (G, m)-COMPLEXES

MICHEAL N. DYER

Abstract. Let G be a finite group. We use the fact that each element of the

Whitehead group Wh(G) may be represented by at most a 2 x 2 (nonsingular)

matrix to deduce results about when simple homotopy type and homotopy type

agree. As examples, we give complete descriptions of the simple homotopy types

for (Z„ x Z„, 2>complexes, provided SK,(Z(Zm x Z„)) - 0.

1. Representing elements of Wh(G) by matrices of small dimension. Let G be a

group and ZG be the integral group ring of G. The group KX(ZG) is defined to be

the abelianization of the infinite general linear group GL(ZG) = lim GL( ZG, n).

The Whitehead group Wh(G) of G is Kx(ZG)/{ ±G}.

Definition. We say that the representing dimension of G is < / (r — dim G < /)

if and only if each element of Wh(G) can be represented by a matrix in GL(ZG, /).

Let U(R) denote the group of units in the ring R. Recall that SKX(ZG) is defined

in general to be ker[A",(ZG) -> KX(QG)] [S, p. 208] and that, when G is abelian,

Wh(G) s U(ZG)/±G © SKX(ZG) [C, p. 41]. Thus, when G is abelian, r - dim G

= 1 if and only if 5A",(ZG) = 0. Known results on r — dim G can now be

summarized as follows.

Theorem 1. (a) If G is finite then r - dim G < 2 [Up- 141], [B,/>. 183].
(b) If G = Z„ (the cyclic group of order n) or if G = Zp® Zpi for some prime p

then r - dim G = 1 [L, Theorem 1.1,/». 130].

(c) If G is a finite abelian group with a subgroup isomorphic to Zp © Zp © Zp (p

an odd prime), or isomorphic to Z2® Z2® Z2 or to Z4 © Z4, then r — dim G = 2

[ADS,/;. 5].

At the present time it appears that no examples of finitely presentable groups G

are known for which r - dim G > 2. On the other hand, it is also unknown

whether, given a finitely presentable group G, there necessarily exists an integer

n = n(G) such that r — dim G < n.

2. Surjectivity of £(* V iS") -» Wh^,^). Let A" be a pointed topological space

and denote by £(X) the group of homotopy classes of pointed self-homotopy

equivalences of X -» X. Let iS" be the bouquet (one point union) of /-copies of the

«-sphere Sn.
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Theorem 2. Let X be a pointed CW-complex and assume that r — dim ttxX < i.

For any integer n > 2, the function £(X V iS") -* Wh(7rxX) given by [f] -» r(f) is

surjective.

Proof. Let C^(X) be the cellular chain complex of the universal cover X of X

and ((ZG)', n) the trivial chain complex having (ZG)' in dimension n and zero

elsewhere. Then

C,(X V 'S") = Cm(X) © (ZG', n)       (G = trxX).

Represent r G Wh^-Y) by an (/ X /) invertible matrix M (t = {Af}) and define

M = id © Af**1»": C,(X) © (ZG', n) -» C„(f ) © (ZG', «).

Then M is realizable by a pointed self-homotopy equivalence [m] G £(X V 'S"1)

having torsion r(m) = (-\)2"{M} = t. Indeed, m can be defined so that m\X = 1

and m maps each «-sphere of J V iS" so as to realize a row of Af.   □

Corollary 1. Suppose r — dim G < / and let X and Y have a fundamental group

isomorphic to G. Then X sa Y implies that, for any n > 2, X V iS" —, Y V 'S"1-

Proof. This follows from [C, Theorem 24.4].   Q

Question 1. Do there exist CW-complexes X, Y such that X \J 2S" ^s Y\y2S"

but X\j S"ozsYV S"7

3. Simple homotopy types of (G, rn)-complexes. A (G, m)-complex is a finite,

connected w-dimensional CW-complex X with fundamental group isomorphic to G

and trivial homotopy groups in dimensions between 1 and m. For example, any

finite, connected 2-dimensional CW-complex is a (ttxX, 2)-complex.

For a pair (G, m), let Xmin(G» m) = min{(-l)mx(A')|A' is a (G, «j)-complex>. The

level of a (G, w)-complex X is the number /(X) = (-l)mxW ~ Xmin(G» w)-

Theorem 3. Lef G be a finite group. Any two (G, m)-complexes at the same level

I > 2 have the same simple homotopy type. If r — dim G = 1 and XmaAß, m) > 1,

then any two (G, m)-complexes at the same level I > 1 have the same simple

homotopy type.

Proof. Let X and Y be (G, w)-complexes at level / and Z be a (G, »i)-complex

at level 0. By [D2, Theorem 1], if / > 2 then X ^ Y ̂  Z \y lSm. By Theorem 2,

any homotopy equivalence from X (or Y) ^> Z \J ¡Sm can be converted to a simple

homotopy by composing with an appropriate self-equivalence of Z V lSm. To see

this let/: X=> Z V lSm and [g] 6 £(Z V lSm) with r(g) = r(f). Then a homotopy

inverse g of g yields

r(gf) = r(g) + g>(/) = -g,r(g) + g>(/) = 0.

If XminiG. m) > U then w2Z © ZG has the Eichler condition [DSII, p. 124] and by
a theorem of W. Browning [Br], X as Y^Z\J Sm. Since r - dim G = 1, another

application of Theorem 2 finishes the proof.    □

We observe that Xmin(G> m) > 0 for G finite and > 1 for w even. In fact, a

simple argument shows that Xmin(G> ni) = 0 forces G to be a periodic group of

period m + 1.
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Question 2. For (G, 2)-complexes, is there a distinction between homotopy and

simple homotopy type at levels 0 or 1?

The following special results are known.

Example 1. For G = Zn and m even, homotopy and simple homotopy agree at

all levels ([D„ p. 279] and [DSI, p. 32]). [DSI] proves the case m = 2. The extension

to m > 2 is similar.

Example 2. For G = Z„ (n ¥= 2, 3, 4, 6) and m = 2s — 1 (s > 2), then at levels

/ > 1, the notions agree, while at level zero, there are \Z*/±(Z*)S\ distinct

homotopy types [D,, p. 279] but the cardinality of the simple homotopy types at

level zero is countably infinite [W„ Theorem 14E3, p. 207].

Example 3. If G = D„, the dihedral group of order 2«, then G is periodic if and

only if n is odd. If n is odd, however, any two (G, m)-complexes at any level > 1

have the same homotopy type [D2, Example 3], [D„ 10.5]. Because the stabilization

map UZDn -» KXZD„ is surjective [JM], we have r — dim Dn = 1. Thus there is a

single simple homotopy type at each level above zero. If n is even, then G is not

periodic and Xmin(^' ni) > \. Again, things are trivial above level zero. IfTiaf

happens at level zerol

Example 4. W. Metzler has recently shown [M] that the 2-complex A" corre-

sponding to the presentation (a, b: bm, aba^b'1) of G = Z © Zm has the property

that every unit of ZG can be realized as the torsion of a self-equivalence.

Moreover, if m is prime no nonzero element of SKX(ZG) can be so realized, and it

can occur that SA",(ZG) 7e 0. (This gives the first known examples of 2-complexes

K2 for which t: £(AT) -» Wh(w, AT) is not onto.) This implies [C, 24.4] that there is a

complex X with X ^ K2 and X äs AT2. But it is not known whether this X can be

chosen to be 2-dimensional.

It is known that SKx(Zm X Zn) = 0 for certain m, n. This case is discussed in the

next section.

4. (Zm X Z„, 2)-complexes. Let it = Zm X Zn be the product of two finite cyclic

groups with generators x, y of orders m and n, respectively, and let m divide n. Let

X denote the (it, 2)-complex modeled on the presentation

<3> = {x,y:xm,yn, [x,y]}

of it and let ir2 = ir2X. By looking at the cellular chain complex Cn(X) of the

universal cover X of X, we may identify it2 as the kernel of 82 in the following

sequence

\NX     1-v     0]
[_0       x-l     Ny]            (x-l,y-l)               e

C*(X) : (Ztt)3-y (Ztt)2-► Ztt ,-«• Z       (*)

o2 a1

where Nx = I + x + ■ ■ ■ +xm~l and Ny = I + y + ■ • ■ +v"_1 and 6 is the

augmentation homomorphism.
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In this section we show that for SKx(Zm) = 0, the natural map r: £X -» Wh(w)

([/] r~* T(/)> the Whitehead torsion off) from the group £X of homotopy classes of

(pointed) self-homotopy equivalences of the model X to the Whitehead group

Wh(w) is surjective.

Theorem 4. Let it = Zm X Zn with generators x and y (respectively) and X be as

given above. Write Wh(w) » Ux(Zit)/it © 5A",(Z7r) where Ux(Zir) are the units of

Zm having augmentation 1. Then f G Ux(Zm)/m is realized by a self-equivalence f:

X^X.

Proof. For any unit u El Ztt of augmentation 1, let uy G UxZ(Zn(y)), ux G

UxZ(Zm(x)) be defined by uyNx = uNx, uxNy = uNy. Note that ux and Uy are also

in UxZtt. Also observe that uyNy = e(uy)Ny = Ny and uxNx = Nx. Choose a unit

u G Ux(Zit) representing t and let v = «"'.

Let G = ß#(Ä) be given by (*) and C„ by the chain complex obtained from (*)

by replacing the second boundary operator 32 by

vNx     1 - v      0
32ü =

0 x - 1     A7.,

Let 6* (similarly for 6+ ) denote the expanded complex

3? , 3,
(Ztrf (Zm)2 Zm

Zm :Zm

Because vNx = vyNx,UyNy = Ny and vyl = uy,v/e have

0     0     0

0

0

1 -v

x - 1

0

The matrix

is of the form

0

AT

y

0
0

*>yNx

0

0

1
0

0

1-v

x- 1

0

0
uy

0

0

"yNy

0

yl =

0

B

0 5

„AT,

0

0

1-v

x - 1

0

A„

0

so it represents a simple basis change [C, p. 39]. Let u: C2  —*(C2)+ be given by

the matrix
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U 0
1

1

.0 1.
Then, by the above, A ° u~: C2 -» C2 has the property that d2A ° ü = 92+. One

may now use the argument of [DSI, pp. 41-42], to alter the identity map

Ar+->Ar+(Ar+ = ArV.D2)toa map g: X + --> X + inducing A ° ü on C2+. This

map is the identity on the one-skeleton of X + (and on C0+ and C,+). Because A ° ü

is an isomorphism, g G £(X +). Since g is the identity on the one-skeleton, one may

compute r(g) = {A ° U} = {A} + {u} = f,see P1-P5 of [W2]. By using the inclu-

sion /: X -» X + , its homotopy inverse / (both simple homotopy equivalences) and

the fact that t: {(A"(+)) -» Wh(w) is a crossed homormorphism, we have r(f) = f,

where/ = / ° g ° i G j&X).   Q

Clearly, if A is the realization of the presentation <? = {xx, . . . , x„;

x¡', . . . , xl", {[x¡, Xj], 1 </</<«}} of the finite abelian group G = ZT¡

X • ■ • X ZT (t,|ti+1, i = 1, . . ., n — 1), then the argument above can be extended

to show that

&^> UX(ZG)/G.

If G = Zp X Zp„ where p is prime, then 5AT,(ZG) = 0 and homotopy and simple

homotopy agree for (G, 2)-complexes. Because any two (Zm X Z„, 2)-complexes at

the same level have the same homotopy type [D3, Corollary  1], we have the

following corollary.

Corollary 2. Suppose SKx(Z(Zm X Z„)) = 0. Two (Zm X Z„, 2)-complexes have

the same simple homotopy type if and only if they have the same Euler characteristic.

D
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